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A. Main Insight

The project Sandwiches – Community Building through Shared Food explores the potential of 
communal food and the use of it as a method in community building, especially when establish-
ing new communities that have yet to build strong relationships, structures and shared values. 
In an intense, personal and practice based approach I actively worked in sociocultural commu-
nities and organised shared lunches, observing the subtle interventions one can make to guide 
and start certain aspects of community building. 

The sandwich itself works as a conceptual device that can be used to discuss and teach 
about community building, is accessible to make by anyone and can be easily shared in any con-
text, on the go or when sitting for hours around one table. Over the course of 6 months I held 
workshops, events and longer formats to build new communities and understand the forms of 
mediating through shared meals. As a tangible outcome of this process I developed the zine 
Sandwiches which brings together many of the recipes developed during the process and pro-
poses a scaffolding for other practitioners when looking at food, while working within commu-
nities. New and engaging formats for community care, open discussion and relationship build-
ing can help the creative and cultural sectors in building stronger and longer lasting networks.

A.1 Insights
Through its practice based approach this project touched different communities in the creative 
and cultural sector in Europe. Besides having a direct impact in the communities I worked with 
GXULQJ� WKLV�SURMHFW� WKHUH� DUH� DOVR�PXOWLSOH� OHVVRQV� IRU� WKH�SUDFWLFH�EDVHG�¿HOG�RI� FRPPXQLW\�
building, creative processes and the bigger CCE. Using food as a tool for design and community 
building has great upsides. It is an engaging, welcoming and multi-sensory format that can bring 
together people from various backgrounds. 

The zine I developed in this project lays out seven recipes for community building 
through shared meals. They can act as a starting point for other community organisers and prac-
titioners in the creative and cultural industry. The seven recipes are about: 

Structures and how a recipe is just a rough sketch of a possible and adaptable structure.

Clearly communicated repetition of meeting times are important for access, especially for 
open participatory processes.
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One table can accommodate everyone and reduces the hierarchies of many different tables. 

8VLQJ�WLQ\�LUULWDWLQJ�LQJUHGLHQWV�FDQ�VKDSH�D�WDEOH¶V�GLVFXVVLRQ�DQG�OHW�LW�¿QG�FRPPXQDOLW\�

When mediating the unexpected is often your best friend, it activates and brings together the 
creativity to react to everyone.

Sharing a meal should always adapt to the place and try to open private spaces to the public.

Food is best when it is gifted.

A.1.1 Cultural and Creative Industries
In cultural institutions holding workshops and interventions with food and sharing meals can 
help in creating shared narratives and common ideas. It can also work beyond classical hierar-
chies and bring everybody together around one casual table where life within and beyond the 
cultural institution can be discussed. Shared meals are also always a great moment for individ-
uals to contribute and gift to the collective and bring in their very individual recipes and tastes. 
Creating open and democratic structures is important in reimagining the cultural and creative 
industries, tools of community building and engagement with the public can help in starting 
these processes. 

A.2 Acknowledgements
I want to thank all who have contributed to this project. It was great to listen to all the discus-
sions this project has started and to hear all the opinions on what a sandwich is and what it isn’t. 
Cooking, laughing and eating together has been so inspiring and showed me the value person-
DO�SUDFWLFH�KDV��,�ZDQW�WR�VSHFL¿FDOO\�WKDQN�P\�IULHQGV�IURP�%DXVWHOO��WKH�VKDUHG�DWHOLHU�,�DP�
part of, for all the meals where we discussed past, ongoing and future projects. My thanks go 
to all projects I am involved in like Verein Zentralwäscherei, Stadionbrache, FOGO or Hard-
gutbrache. They continue to be a source of great inspiration for everything community and so-
cio-cultural related.

My thanks also goes to all the participants of the sandwich workshops I held. In Zürich 
these were all the creatives involved in the building process of Minigolf Hard, Yael Anders and 
Patrick Wild who organised the two week long workshop together with the participants of Ser-
vice Civil International. The long night about the future of intelligence at BaseCamp / Locarno 
Film Festival 76 organised by Rafael Dernbach was another wonderful workshop in the mid-
dle of the night that sparked many new thoughts about collective intelligences and communal 
meals. In Oslen, Bulgaria Nevena Yovcheva organised an exciting weekend about the Rural Re-
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naissance, the sandwiches that we gave each other were out of this world! Besides their own fas-
cinating workshop in Oslen, Anna De Mezzo and Nyangala Zolho and I had great moments of 
UHÀHFWLRQ�DERXW�RXU�LQGLYLGXDO�&,5&(�SURMHFWV��

Lastly I also want to thank all other creative and research fellows that were part of the 
CIRCE project and of course the whole project management team from u-institute to. Marleen 
and Stanislav did an outstanding job answering all questions and always being there to help!
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B. Creative Endeavour

In my work as an active member of uncommercial and democratic socio-cultural centers in 
Zürich I have witnessed time and time again how communal food acts as a medium for building, 
fostering and rethinking community. Food has fascinated me on a personal level as a practice 
of creative expression, moments of wellness and a form of meditation. The fundamental human 
necessity of eating, cooking for others and the dynamics of a table are elements that interest me 
as a design researcher and points that I can design with as a mediator. 

In this project the sandwich holds the role of the medium and of a conceptual device that 
enables to have approachable and universal discussions about the value of shared meals in so-
ciocultural communities.  

B.1 Personal Note
This is a personal project that involves a lot of moments of friendship and unpaid past, current 
and future work within communities. The project therefore combines work of mine that has 
been in the past, was ongoing during the project and that I will continue after funding for this 
VSHFL¿F�&,5&(�SHULRG�HQGV��)RU�LW�WR�QRW�EH�H[WUDFWLYH�LW�ZDV�LPSRUWDQW�WR�PH�WR�UHVHDUFK�WKLV�
topic of applied community building through action and gifting. To learn and observe passive-
ly and to notice minute details, all while being anonymous, unintrusive and human. Therefore 
these are personal and very subjective observations and methods that may not apply within oth-
er projects. 

Still I think that they are valuable and provide an insight into the everyday and basic 
modes of creative work that are open and accessible to a broad public. I have chosen this mode 
RI�LQTXLU\�WKDW�XQFRYHUV�DQVZHUV�LQ�D�SRVW�IDFW�ZRUOG�WR�EXLOG�D�QDUUDWLYH�DQG�WR�¿QG�D�IRUP�RI�
communication of the insights that sparks interest in others.  

B.2 Past Projects
In past projects I have come in touch with communal meals at various spaces in Zürich. I want 
to highlight three of them that have shaped this project and its approach. These projects mean 
a lot to me, since I have been an active part of all of them, and teached me many lessons about 
community building and the intricate fabric of local relationships.

B.2.1 Stadionbrache
The Stadionbrache is a community garden that has taken over an old soccer stadium. Over more 
than 10 years the space has transformed into an open park, outdoor sports center and gardening 
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spot for people of the neighbourhood and from across the city. Everybody is invited to garden 
on a small plot of land on biodynamic principles. The garden also has a shared outdoor kitchen 
LQ�WKH�FHQWHU�RI�LW�WKDW�DFWV�DV�D�KXE�IRU�LQIRUPDWLRQ��WRROV�DQG�SHRSOH��7KHUH�RQH�FRXOG�DOVR�¿QG�
DQ�RYHQ�IRU�EUHDG�PDNLQJ�DQG�RQH�IRU�SL]]D��7KURXJKRXW�WKH�\HDU�WKHUH�LV�DOVR�¿UHZRRG��ZKLFK�
provides warmth in the cold times of the year. 

Two times a month on the 13th and 26th there is an open pizza session where everybody 
LV�LQYLWHG�WR�EULQJ�LQJUHGLHQWV��VKDUH�DQG�OHDUQ�KRZ�WR�¿UH�D�SL]]D�RYHQ��7KH�GDWHV�DUH�VHW�LQ�WKLV�
fashion, that they rotate throughout the year and are never on the same weekday. Therefore it’s 
RSHQ�WR�PRUH�SHRSOH�ZKR�PLJKW�KDYH�VFKHGXOHG�ZRUN�RU�DSSRLQWPHQWV�GXULQJ�VSHFL¿F�GD\V�RI�
the week. If they can’t join this month, they can the next. Since I lived in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of the garden I quickly became an active member and started with friends our own 
plot garden. 

After a storm that destroyed almost half of the trees at Stadionbrache we had a common 
moment of healing while preparing fruits from a destroyed tree to be turned into liquor. This 
shared experience brought the community closer together and created a stronger sense of place 
as well as identity, since we planted new trees that can act as a reminder of this shared moment. 
Pizza dough, or gifting food in general acts as a starting point for human relationships, but also 
shows the connectedness to the land through stories and places with meaning.

B.2.2 FOGO
FOGO is a neighbourhood in the west of Zürich that offers student and refugee housing. Half a 
year after it opened in 2019 I joined a project that would work on activating the neighbourhood 
through food events. To our disposal we had previously built food carts that acted like a kitchen, 
with an oven , washing station and preparation space. 

During two weeks we developed different lunch formats that would cater to the diverse 
JURXSV�OLYLQJ�DQG�LQWHUDFWLQJ�ZLWKLQ�WKH�DUHD��:H�KDG�D�KDUG�WLPH�¿QGLQJ�LQWHUHVWHG�SHRSOH�WKDW�
wanted to join our lunches so we did a day of only cooking and eating cake. So we sat there in 
the courtyard, ate cake and got gifted kofte by a woman living there. This was the key moment, 
us just being there and taking space passively invited her to give us something and so was a re-
lationship formed through food. 

The next day we cooked together with her and she opened up relationships in the whole 
neighbourhood to us. It teached me that gifting food is a key to relationships, it can act as a wel-
coming invitation to join and engage with a community. 

B.2.3 Zentralwäscherei
In 2019 the association Zentralwäscherei, named after the space, took over the old central laun-
dry of Zürich with the goal to establish a low-barrier and uncommercial cultural center. Over 
the next two years this group would raise funding, establish program guidelines, planning archi-
tectural changes to the space and much more. In November of 2021 the space would open and 
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offer a restaurant, bar, various musical events, discursive formats, exhibitions and everything 
in between. 

I joined the association in 2021 and helped in refurbishing the building and working 
on digital, democratic infrastructure. On all of the days we were building two or three persons 
were responsible for lunch and dinner. After intense hours of construction work, creative think-
ing or long discussions about the association’s policies, these meals created an intimate moment 
of togetherness and a feeling of accomplishment. They acted as a common moment of breath-
LQJ��ODXJKLQJ�DQG�VKDULQJ��$�PRPHQW�LQ�WKH�WKH\�ZKHUH�\RX�ZRXOG�¿QDOO\�¿QG�WKH�WLPH�WR�JHW�WR�
know all the people involved in the project. Which was necessary, because over 300 people were 
and still are involved in organising everything. 

At Zentralwäscherei I learned how simply cooked meals and a long table could offer 
people and low barrier entry into a community that knows each other already so well. It also 
showed how a kitchen, or the infrastructure to cook is like a hearth to a space that lets people 
from different backgrounds come together and create a shared place.

B.3 Shared Food
Communal meals are magical, they let us come together in one of the most human formats. 
/LNH�VLWWLQJ�DURXQG�D�¿UH��VLQJLQJ�DQG�WHOOLQJ�VWRULHV��FRRNLQJ�DQG�HDWLQJ�WRJHWKHU�FUHDWHV�KXPDQ�
bonds and lays the foundation for peaceful and successful collaborations. Especially in the cul-
tural sectors this often gets overlooked with projects originating from a more professional start-
ing point, missing more closer to life aspects that could be of more immediate concern. Con-
YHQLQJ�WRJHWKHU�DIWHU�ZRUNLQJ�RQ�FUHDWLYH�SURMHFWV�DOZD\V�DOVR�DFWV�DV�D�PRPHQW�WR�UHÀHFW�RQ�
WKH�FUHDWLYH�SURFHVV�DQG�WR�WKLQN�RI�LGHDV�DQG�FKDOOHQJHV�DKHDG��'RLQJ�WKLV�DW�D�WDEOH��¿OOHG�ZLWK�
good food reduces pressure and may change the dynamic of the people and project involved. It 
is also always a low-barrier time to enter a cultural project. 

So, in its broader term the project is about food and how it can be used as a tool in com-
munity building. This could be done through ice-cream, risottos, barbecues or anything else, but 
for me, sandwiches and their transient aspects have fascinated me the most.

B.4 Why Sandwiches
As a designer working with critical and speculative design methodologies I often work and ex-
periment with different media. Food as a medium can hold, transform and translate meaning, it 
can be shared easily and is embodied by the people who consume it. Touching upon all senses 
it can transport many layers of meaning and activate someone’s whole body,  most important-
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ly giving them energy. As a medium it also has the element of time being something temporary 
that has to be used, discussed and appreciated soon after its creation. A sandwich can be eaten 
in any situation, it can be given on the hand and eaten while moving within minutes, or set on a 
plate, appreciated, shared and consumed over the period of an afternoon. 

On a personal note, working with food has always been something that fascinated me, 
since my father was a passionate hobby-cook and always wanted to open his own restaurant. 
For me therefore this is a medium that has deep roots and is something that lets me connect to 
my past. 

B.5 Approach
This whole project was conducted in a semi structured creative process, a process that would 
mainly consist of practical, close to life creative research embedded in the communities I work 
with. Accompanying the processes of appropriation of unused spaces through building together 
new shared infrastructures for social and cultural events. The sandwiches and research on com-
munity building through shared food would be a part of this larger process of Minigolf Hard, 
but I also conducted more exploratory workshops at various other locations and settings. An ap-
proach of placing things in the world and especially also placing the mediated story of shared 
sandwiches in these processes of community development was the main line of practice. Thies 
led to very nuanced and low-friction events that felt like life. 

B.6 Starting Point
Just as this CIRCE project started, a sociocultural outdoor sport facility (Minigolf Hard) that I 
actively shaped came into the active communal building process. So these two projects aligned 
and I could actively observe the building of a new urban, democratic socio-cultural communi-
W\��7KLV�VKDSHG�P\�SURFHVV�LQ�WKH�¿UVW�KDOI�RI�WKH�SURMHFW�DQG�,�ZRXOG�WDNH�RQ�PRUH�RI�D�UROH�RI�D�
community organiser and less one of a researcher.

B. Creative Research Endeavour
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C. Process

The start of this creative endeavour was an intense phase of practise. For three months I dived 
into a personal point of view. I observed and shaped community building in the example of 
Minigolf Hard as an active member. During the summer months I hosted various workshops in 
Zürich and with other CIRCE fellows in Locarno, Switzerland and in Oslen, Bulgaria. There 
I applied the learnings from the process at Minigolf Hard and experimented with the format. 
In these steps I also worked more closely with culture itself and conceived of more experimen-
tal and discussion-rich workshops. After all this applied research and practise I brought all the 
recipes and learnings together into a zine that I would share with other communities and allies. 

C.1 Methodologies
During this project I employed various methodologies of community building. I tried to stay 
away from classical creative methods like design thinking since this was intended as a more 
practice based, ad-hoc and personal form of inquiry. The overarching methodological approach 
can be described as designing and researching through practising and observing everyday day 
life. With a background in interaction design I also applied many design methodologies from 
workshop formats, the ideas of everything is a prototype and performative methods.

C.2 Workshops and Process

C.2.1 Minigolf Hard
The project Minigolf Hard and the association that organises it was the community I was most 
involved in during this process. It is an uncommercial and inclusive outdoor sociocultural cen-
ter that combines minigolf, building, gardening, cultural events and room for friendly encoun-
ters. From February to June 2023 twelve courses were built by various collectives, children and 
persons. Over 100 people were somehow involved in the building process. For us it was import-
ant to have this process as open as possible and providing lunch was a big part of this. In July 
an additional course was built by Dynamo which I also accompanied with the sandwich project. 

C.2.1.1 Building Process
During the building process members of the association Minigolf Hard built infrastructures sur-
rounding the minigolf course, organised the open call, looked after catering, searched funding 
and planned the following low-barrier, public and uncommercial operation of the course. The 
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different collectives, school classes and individuals were solely responsible for building their in-
dividual course. Together came a wild group of people with various backgrounds in architec-
ture, performance, education, art and much more.

C.2.1.1.1 Weekends
On six building weekends all participants of the construction phase of the project came together 
and built their individual courses. People were sharing knowledge about materials, tools, con-
struction methods and having a good time creating something unique.  On each weekend we 
also provided an open lunch to all who were on site. Very quickly this became a central meeting 
point and time for all to share the status of their work and how the project can progress further 
and become something even better. 

It was an open lunch so everybody and their friends were invited and people sometimes 
also only came for the shared meal, which is a testament to the community that was built and 
how food can contribute to building these bridges and relationships. Often we made shared 
sandwiches, where everybody built their own sandwich, but during the earlier, colder days of 
WKH�\HDU�ZH�DOVR�FRRNHG�VRXSV��ULVRWWR�HWF��WR�¿OO�WKH�KXQJU\�VWRPDFKV�DIWHU�EXLOGLQJ�LQ�WKH�FROG��

C.2.1.1.2 Sandwich Extravaganza
As a celebration of the successful opening of Minigolf Hard and the wonderful building phase 
we organised a sandwich extravaganza for all who contributed. Janina Tanner and I conceived 
and prepared the sandwiches, set a long table and invited all. 70 people joined the table through-
RXW�WKH�QLJKW�DQG�HQJDJHG�ZLWK�HDFK�RWKHU��UHÀHFWLQJ�DQG�PD\EH�HYHQ�D�OLWWOH�ELW�RI�GUHDPLQJ�
about the process that lies in the past. For the people from the association and especially me this 
was a moment to give back and to put a smile on to all the involved people. 

C.2.1.2 Workshops with Dynamo
In late July a group of international volunteers from SCI (Service Civil International) came to-
gether in Zürich. This project was established to give individuals from various international 
backgrounds the possibility for a cultural exchange with a partner organisation in another coun-
try. The social department of the city of Zurich therefore holds a yearly two week workshop with 
some of these individuals where they physically build together in a semi-public environment. 

This year they chose Minigolf Hard, the uncommercial outdoor “sports” center next to 
an old slaughterhouse, to build a new minigolf course. Over the course of these days they would 
learn how to weld, work with concrete, plan and build their shared course together. Since I am 
an active member of the association that built and runs the minigolf course I facilitated the more 
tasty aspects of the project.

In this research session I employ a very close to life and low invasive practice of inqui-
ry. Stepping back as often as possible and taking a casual, observational role. I only prepared a 
rough plan of what I could do, but would adjust to each day’s unique situation and the vibe of 
myself and the group. 

C. Process
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C.2.1.2.1 Day 1 - Before - 19.07.2023
7KH�¿UVW�GD\�RI�WKH�SURMHFW�DOO�SDUWLFLSDQWV�DWH�EUHDNIDVW�WRJHWKHU�DQG�WKHQ�DUULYHG�DURXQG����DP�
at the location where they would build together a creative sports project. In the two days off-
site they got to know each other and had an introduction into the workshops of Dynamo, a local 
FRPPXQLW\�FHQWHU�IRU�SHRSOH�RI�\RXQJ�DJH��2Q�WKLV�GD\�P\�VDQGZLFK�SURMHFW�ZRXOG�QRW�RI¿FLDO-
ly start, but only the day after so I introduced myself and showed them the infrastructures avail-
able on the site. Even though it wasn’t planned for, they organised a common lunch where they 
prepared sandwiches. It was interesting to observe this and see how and where things could be 
adapted.

C.2.1.2.2 Day 2 - A Gift- 20.07.2023
7KH�¿UVW�DFW�LQ�WKLV�SURFHVV�ZDV�PHDQW�DV�D�JLIW��$Q�DSSURDFKDEOH�VDQGZLFK�PDGH�ZLWK�VLPSOH��
self-made ingredients, that show aspects of appreciation, dedication and pleasure. I introduced 
myself again, as the sandwich researcher. On this day I made a super saucy sandwich to test 
the theory that saucy ones are the best ones, which turned out to be true. The group approved, 
JDLQHG�WUXVW�DQG�SHRSOH�ZDQWHG�WR�VSHFL¿FDOO\�MRLQ�WKH�VDQGZLFK�DFWLRQ�WKH�QH[W�GD\��'XULQJ�WKLV�
lunch I got to know the group better. Among themselves they were already very open and knew 
each other’s names. 

C.2.1.2.3 Day 3 - The Storm - 24.07.2023
The third day on the minigolf course started normal. I got the ingredients for a Mumbai street 
sandwich ready and two people from the group helped me cut the vegetables, set the table and 
spread the sandwiches. We were setting up a tiny outdoor kitchen to freshly toast these cheese 
sandwiches, as you would do on a summer day when pouring concrete. The storm arrived out 
of nowhere and within a minute the weather changed from a sunny day to rain and hail, so that 
HYHU\ERG\�QHHGHG�WR�¿QG�VKHOWHU�LQVLGH��,Q�WKH�ODVW�PRPHQWV�ZH�FRXOG�DOVR�VDYH�WKH�VDQGZLFK�LQ-
gredients and the toaster, only one parasol got some damage from the storm. But still this storm 
and the food brought the people together since we had a shared experience and were all soak-
ing wet from the rain. The sandwiches were delicious and we all couldn’t get enough of them. 

C.2.1.2.4 Day 4 - Building - 25.07.2023
On this day the group split up into two, while some stayed at the Dynamo workshops, the other 
KDOI�FDPH�WR�WKH�FRXUVH�DQG�¿QLVKHG�WKH�UDLOLQJV��6LQFH�WKH\�ZHUH�SUHVVHG�IRU�WLPH�ZH�GHFLGHG�
to make a quick and uncomplicated on the hand approach to the lunch. Me and two other per-
sons prepared some simple ingredients and set them on a table next to the construction site. Al-
WKRXJK�WKLV�ZDV�D�YHU\�XQHYHQWIXO�OXQFK�LW�VWLOO�VKRZHG�WKH�¿UVW�VLJQV�RI�FRPPXQDOLW\�DQG�VKDUHG�
LGHDV��7KH�FROOHFWLYH�ZDV�JURZLQJ�WRJHWKHU�VR�WKDW�¿UVW�LQVLGH�MRNHV�DQG�VWHSV�EH\RQG�IRUPDOLWLHV�
arised. People were making sandwiches for each other and gifting them also respecting dietary 
restrictions. This was a beautiful sign of trust and friendship among everyone.  

C. Process
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C.2.1.2.5 Day 5 - Do it Yourself- 26.07.2023
The last day of meals on site was again a self organised one. This time they joined together on 
a big table and made sandwiches together. A lot of the ingredients were leftover from the days 
EHIRUH��EXW�DOVR�VRPH�VSHFL¿F�LQJUHGLHQWV�WKDW�SHRSOH�ZLVKHG�IRU��7KURXJKRXW�WKH�OXQFK�WKHUH�
was an energetic atmosphere and excitement about the successful end to the project. There were 
many talks about food from different cultures and no border between topics about the creative 
project itself and other topics. For me this is a great facilitation of a cultural discussion that has 
EOHQGHG�HGJHV�DQG�QR�FOHDU�VWDUW�RU�¿QLVK��DW�VRPH�WLPHV�LW�DOVR�WXUQHG�LQWR�PRPHQWV�RI�FUHDWLYH�
UHÀHFWLRQ��

C.2.1.2.6 Day 6 - Vernissage- 27.07.2023
On the last day we didn’t have lunch, but I was invited to their vernissage of the course in the 
afternoon. It was wonderful to see how close the group grew together exchanging many hugs 
and clinking glasses. A time to relax and to exchange contact info for future collaborations and 
visits. 

C.2.1.2.7 5HÀHFWLRQ
I can’t prove that the interventions I made helped the group grow closer together, but what I can 
say is that it created memorable moments that worked. A shared story though the sandwiches 
emerged and food was no longer a necessity but became an active part of the process of building 
a community. This week teached me plenty about the setting of tables, spontaneity in mediation 
and transcultural food practices. 

C.2.2 Locarno
For the “Long Night of Dreaming about The Future of Intelligence” at Locarno Film Festival 76 
I joined forces with Andreas Bütler with whom I am working as the Dialoguing with Ecologies 
Group on experimental forms of dialoguing with more-than-humans. Together with Rafael Der-
nbach we conceived a sandwich workshop in the middle of the night that would act as a moment 
to breathe, replenish and change pace, after four hours of more input focused formats. We pre-
pared 26 different ingredients that the participants could spread onto freshly baked focaccia and 
build landscapes. The goal of the workshop was to create shared ecologies and dream of a future 
of intelligence that goes beyond the human and technological. 

The atmosphere that the workshop created was amazing and I think we really unlocked a 
kind of creative, speculative collective intelligence. The participants dived deep into the phase of 
creation and built truly together, reacting to the inputs and ingredients others placed with their 
own idea of what the sandwich could become. What also worked out incredibly well was the 
very different format and medium of the workshop, compared to all others that happened during 
the night. Through this it really changed the perspective of the participants and opened a new 
line of conversation that wasn’t present before. Thoughts and ideas that went beyond the nowa-
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GD\V�VWDQGDUG�WDONV�DQG�GLVFXVVLRQV�DERXW�DUWL¿FLDO�LQWHOOLJHQFH��EXW�LGHDV�DERXW�KXPDQ��HFRORJ-
ical and shared intelligence emerging momentarily and fading away again. 

C.2.3 Bulgaria
The goal of coming to Olsen was to learn more about the international application of these ideas 
and exchange knowledge about community building with Nevena Yovcheva. Anna de Mezzo 
and Nyangala Zolho also joined the trip and worked on the futures of rural living. During the 
¿UVW�VR�FDOOHG�³2VOHQ�:HHNHQG´�ZH�KHOG�GLIIHUHQW�ZRUNVKRSV�WR�KHOS�WKH�FRPPXQLW\�DQG�EH�FUH-
ative. 

My workshop was of course a sandwich workshop. This time I wanted to do one with the 
smallest form of intervention. Using and preparing local ingredients just in time and no prepa-
UDWLRQ�IURP�P\�VLGH�EHIRUH�DUULYLQJ�LQ�WKH�YLOODJH��%\�GRLQJ�WKLV�,�DLPHG�WR�DGMXVW�DQG�UHÀHFW�WKH�
workshop exactly on the place where it happened. This led to the workshop idea simply being 
that all participants make a sandwich and gift it to a stranger, some other person. One additional 
“rule” was that one ingredient must have some meaning to the sandwich maker and they have to 
tell this meaning to the gift receiver. This sparked many talks about the meaning of food, why 
the people were here right now and much more. Even though the workshop was simple and ba-
sic, it worked wonderfully and the excitement, wonder and energy that it sparked was amazing. 
But it must also be said that mediation also played an underestimated role. 

The research trip was a great moment to dive deeper into the topic of rural community 
building and the challenges it faces. These challenges are different from the ones that work in 
WKH�FLW\�KDV��7KH�PDLQ�FRQFHUQ�EHLQJ�WR�¿QG�D�FULWLFDO�DPRXQW�RI�SHRSOH�WKDW�ZDQW�WR�MRLQ�WKH�YLO-
lage and leave the city behind. Similar challenges between city and village are the necessity to 
EXLOG�WUXVW�DPRQJ�DOO�SDUWLFLSDQWV�RI�WKH�FRPPXQLW\�DQG�WR�EXLOG�ÀDW�KLHUDUFKLHV�WKDW�DUH�ÀH[LEOH�
and can grow and shrink as needed. Mediation and exercises can help in these steps and build a 
VKDUHG�QDUUDWLYH��6LPSOH�DQG�ZLWK�WKRXJKW�SODFHG�LQWHUYHQWLRQV�FDQ�EH�WKH�¿UVW�VWHSV�WR�HVWDEOLVK�
routines and start discussions that lead to a stronger and more resilient community. 

C.3 Zine Development
After all the practical work I created a zine collecting all the recipes developed during the pro-
cess and highlighting easy to understand key lessons for community building through shared 
meals. It should act as a starting point for interested parties to start their own journey and ex-
periment with different methods for facilitation. I want to start a lust for the process and a mo-
ment where one can start to act. In the end this project is not about concepts, but about applied 
work and learning, adapting and designing in the moment. Every community, every workshop, 
every moment is different and by using food one can adapt quickly to the situation and start a 
conversation. 

C. Process
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The zine is a starting point for future community building processes and an invitation to 
do the same. I will distribute it via open access digitally and also produce a limited number of 
physical copies to be shared with interested communities and allies. 

 

C. Process
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D. Analysis

Being a semi-structured project that didn’t follow a classical design project meant that the proj-
HFW�ZRXOG�KDYH�D�ÀXLG�VWDUW�DQG�HQG��/HDUQLQJ�ZDV�FRQVWDQWO\�DSSOLHG�GXULQJ�WKH�SURMHFW�DQG�D�
big whole piece of work manifested itself. Also for myself the various steps blurred together, 
VSHFL¿FDOO\�EHFDXVH�WKH�SURMHFW�ZDV�VR�FORVH�WR�OLIH�DQG�HPEHGGHG�LQ�P\�HYHU\GD\�OLIH�WKDW�LW�
was always ongoing. When creative practice comes closer to me it is because more applied and 
its impact are more human and touches upon a more diverse group of people. During and after 
the project I analysed key ingredients of successful community projects, mediated through the 
use of food. 

D.1 Sharing Food
It goes without saying that food can play a major role in building and healing communities. This 
project should give a starting point to other practitioners and ignite a lust for cooking more to-
gether, embedded within open socio-cultural community structures. Cooking together is always 
a place for stories, fantasies and relaxed kitchen talk. Sharing food is a form of care and gives 
members or newcomers of these structures an incentive to come again and again. It gives ac-
FHVV�WR�D�EURDGHU�JURXS�RI�SHRSOH�WKDW�PD\�EHQH¿W�IURP�JRRG�IRRG��$V�VDLG�EHIRUH��IRRG�LV�EHVW�
when it is gifted.

D.2 Mediation
In processes like this, mediation and clear moderation should take a step back. Do you need a 
mediator? Yes, because there needs to be a person or a group in charge of the invitation and story 
of the event. The mediation should stay very much in the background and only act as an initial 
input and provide a general setting within which the various actors can be creative and shape an 
event in the moment. Then mediation can become something very human, more akin to hosting 
��VLQFH�WKH�FRQÀLFWV�DQG�GLVFXVVLRQV�FDQ�HPHUJH�PRPHQWDULO\�DQG�EH�IDFLOLWDWHG�E\�SDUWLFLSDQWV�
themselves. The mediators don’t even need to know the exact contents of what was talked about, 
but should be more concerned with a lively event itself.  

D.3 Workshop Format
During the different workshops I observed various nuances and iterated on them in the course 
of the project. I have included them as starting points in the zine and also want to highlight a 
couple of them here. 

D. Analysis
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D.3.1 Setting the Table
Setting a table, as it already says, has one key ingredient, it should be one table. However long 
it must be to accommodate all participants of an event, workshop, meeting, lunch or anything 
else. One has also to be prepared to extend the table if needed to accommodate more people. 
It’s also good to not have someone sit at the beginning or end of the table, or use a round table, 
so that there are no hierarchies. Sitting in the middle of the table versus towards the ends of a 
table should feel equal and there will be no one table talk, but distributed talks up and down it. 
Of course adding a couple of personal nice touches can help to make the table inviting, it is just 
important that they are personal and come from the space itself.

D.3.2 Make it Public
A public setting is key to lower the barriers of entry. Public means that all doors are open and it’s 
clearly labeled where what happens. This lets also neighbours and passerbys know that some-
WKLQJ�KDSSHQV��HYHQ�WKRXJK�WKH\�PLJKW�QRW�ZDQW�WR�HQJDJH�ZLWK�LW�DW�WKDW�VSHFL¿F�WLPH��

With a public setting also comes varying levels of engagements, some people may just 
come by to listen while they sip a coffee or they get heavily involved and stay for hours until the 
HQG�DQG�HYHQ�SLFN�XS�RQ�WDVNV�WKDW�PD\�FRPH�XS��7KHVH�ÀXLG�ERUGHUV�DUH�D�VSDFH�WKDW�FDQ�EH�GH-
signed and opened. The moment of joining and leaving from the public setting is a space where 
informal exchanges happen and people learn more about each other.  

D.3.3 Invitation
Conceiving open invitations is one of the most important steps to create an environment where 
everybody feels welcomed and included. Generally transparent and consistent communication 
is key. This means to spread the invitation up to two weeks ahead through analog and digital 
channels. The invitation should also communicate what the event is about and how new partic-
ipants can join. Having for example dedicated 30 minutes before the event to introduce new-
comers to the processes and let them get comfortable and familiarised can help to increase the 
involvement and transparency. 

At times also a spontaneous invitation, arising from the moment can be used as a com-
plementary approach to invite people that pass by or are hard to reach via digital communica-
tion channels. To make the invitation personal and give people a way they can add to the event  
gives the invitation more value and can distribute tasks. 

D.4 Sociocultural Community Building
Building successful and long lasting communities that stay open to outsiders is a long process 
that requires the right commitment from a diverse group of people.  When working within the 
sociocultural context the lives that come together in one space are varied and may have clash-
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ing ideas and values. Mediation through shared food is a crucial tool in building and strength-
ening the communities and can be a space where these different values can come together and 
form something new. Working with emerging communities is different every time and it’s hard 
to break it down to simple bullet points. Therefore, having tools and methods that one can fall 
back to and use over and over again is invaluable in the form of cultural work that begins from 
a vastly different starting point every time one joins a project. 

D.4.1 Structures
To have a successful community that can outlasts its original conceivers means to create struc-
WXUHV�WKDW�DUH�ÀXLG��WUDQVSDUHQW��FOHDU�DQG�SUHSDUHG�WR�EH�WDNHQ�RYHU�E\�RWKHUV��'HPRFUDWLF�VWUXF-
tures with elected committees, principles and regular assemblies are self transforming and can 
outlast its initial founders. Establishing structures for a communal project means to think of a 
project that one is no longer involved in. As sad as this may sound in the moment of excitement, 
of starting something fresh, the best projects and their structures can outlive its original contrib-
utors and transform into something new. 

There are many structures one can choose, in Switzerland for example we often use the 
IRUP�RI�DQ�DVVRFLDWLRQ��:LWK�LWV�GHPRFUDWLF�SULQFLSOHV��HDV\�DQG�ÀH[LEOH�SULQFLSOHV�DQG�FOHDU�GLV-
WLQFWLRQV�RI�SRZHU��¿QDQFLDO��HWKLFDO�DQG�GHFLVLRQ�SRZHU��LW�FDQ�JURZ�ZLWK�WKH�FRPPXQLW\�LWVHOI�
and support it as a legal framework where responsibilities are no longer with individuals but in 
communality. 

D.4.2 Meeting
Setting regular and open meetings is key. Repetition lets people from all backgrounds join in at 
their own pace since they don’t need to look online to know whether a meeting is happening. 
They know it always happens, for example on Thursday evening. This builds trust and eases ac-
cess.  
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D.4.3 Seven Lessons
For the zine I also developed seven short lessons that can be easily applied and interpreted by 
the reader. They are the following:

STRUCTURES
A recipe is just a starting point. It sketches a structure that can be expanded upon, adapted, over-
thrown, redrawn and rewritten.

AGAIN AND AGAIN
Repetition like Sunday roast, taco Tuesday or pizza every 15th of the month let’s all join in their 
own tempo. A recurring invitation opens participation to more since it gives more people the 
chance to plan to come. It becomes ritual.

A TABLE
Tables combine into one. Without a beginning or end it can accommodate everyone. Holding not 
one discussion, but up and down the table. 

ON INGREDIENTS
Too much salt can be off-putting, but tiny irritations like it can shape a table’s discussion and let 
LW�¿QG�FRPPXQDOLW\��7KLV�FDQ�EH�DQ�LQJUHGLHQW�WKDW�WUDGLWLRQDOO\�GRHV�QRW�¿W�D�UHFLSH��OLNH�FKRF-
olate in a sandwich, self-made items or alternative tools for eating. 

CHANGE OF PLAN
When mediating the unexpected is often your best friend, it activates and brings together the 
creativity to react of everyone. A storm can turn an ordinary lunch into a shared story. 

PLACE
Adapting to and respecting a place is key. Boundaries can be overcome and spaces opened to 
the public.

A GIFT
Food is best when it is gifted.

D.5 Intelligence
Looking beyond the practice based scope of the project can teach us about intelligence. When 
sitting around a table a form of collective intelligence emerges. In a shared environment signals 
become noise, and when someone asks for more salt it can create a spark at the table and start 
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new tangents, collaborations, relationships and more. Places and spaces are smart and inviting 
for things they need to happen. As humans we can observe and react, forming a combined in-
telligence with the place itself. 

D.6 Ending the Project
Ending this project wasn’t an easy task, because there was no real start to it and there will never 
be a real end to it. It has merely been a more intense phase of thinking and working with com-
munities through the medium of food. Despite this I wanted to collect all what I have done in 
the zine and give it an approachable and tangible form. An creative artefact that can be used by 
others and act as a conversation starter. While it is a great conversation starter it is often hard 
WR�WDON�DERXW�VKDUHG�IRRG�ZLWKRXW�SUDFWLVLQJ�LW��WKHUHIRUH�,�¿QG�LW�PXFK�PRUH�LPSRUWDQW�WR�KROG�
workshops and build open, democratic communities, rather than trying to bring everything into 
one cookbook. This part of ending the project therefore always felt a bit pushed and limiting. 

I want to continue to facilitate workshops and community building along the ideas of 
shared food and develop more creative forms of expression through the food itself. I believe this 
methodology can be used in various cultural projects and can help different stakeholders discuss 
projects in a more human setting that goes beyond simple workshopping. Especially the input at 
the long night about the future of intelligence in Locarno showed how energising and interesting 
GLVFXVVLRQV�FDQ�EH�IDFLOLWDWHG�WKURXJK�IRRG�DPRQJ�FUHDWLYHV�IURP�GLIIHUHQW�¿HOGV�
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E. Linking to CIRCE

Working on this project has shown how important strong communities are. Whether in the dens-
est cities or remote villages fostering relationships among locals can shape a place in democrat-
ic, open and human forms. Using food and creating shared meals acts as an excellent facilitation 
device when working with and in communities and building new relationships, especially in the 
context of sociocultural place making. In the creative and cultural industries communal meals 
can be used to negotiate ideas, visions and contradictions in a casual, open and constructive set-
ting that is multi sensory and close to life. 

E.1 Urbanities
In our tightly knit and always changing cities local communities contribute to a lively and adap-
tive urban environment. They respond to challenges and changes and actively shape the further 
development of the neighbourhoods they are placed in. Through place-making and community 
building we can strengthen relationships within the city and develop strategies, communal plac-
es and sociocultural centers that can act as tools for mediation. 

E.1.2 Resilience
In these times of polycrisis it is important to build communal structures that are resilient and 
can act within ever-changing environments. The ongoing assaults on democratic processes indi-
cate that these local communities should be organised in democratic and open ways. Food as a 
tool to bring people together and engage in discussions around one table can help. It helps build-
ing strong neighbourhoods and cities with shared ideas, values and visions that can take on the 
challenges of today and remediate them. Through various cultural activities these groups can 
grow, adapt and shape places to their needs and engage with the public. Mediation methods like 
shared food act as a barrier-breaking tool that brings people from diverse backgrounds together 
to life and tackle the problems.

E.1.3 Urban Change
Neighbourhoods all over are under constant pressure from economical, ecological and social 
change. Strong communities are often rooted in place and therefore need to have the tools to 
grow, readapt and evolve in the complex environments of our cities. Places of freedom run by 
communities can offer a place of relive and togetherness that can help in healing the processes 
RI�JHQWUL¿FDWLRQ��,Q�WKH�FRQVWDQW�UHQHZDO�RI�FLWLHV�ZH�FDQ�¿QG�SDUDOOHOV�WR�WKH�ZD\�FRPPXQLWLHV�
are shaped, new people are joining, others are leaving, ideas come and go. To have some con-
stants, like shared meals, gatherings for dinner or cooking together is necessary to offer a place 
of casual knowledge exchange and a place to build new relationships on a human level. Through 
this a community can live on.
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E.2 Sociocultural Community
Building socio-cultural spaces These sociocultural communities that constitute themselves and 
SURGXFH�FXOWXUDO�RXWSXW�WR�D�EURDGHU�SXEOLF�DUH�RIWHQ�LQ�D�FRQVWDQW�ÀX[�DQG�WKHUHIRUH�QHHG�IRU-
mats and structures that lets them bring in new members and mediate ever changing ideas, val-
ues and wishes. These sociocultural open spaces can take on different forms, focusing on one or 
more forms of cultural creation in combination with a strong social and communal aspect. What 
often works is to think of them more as destinations and less as part of the normal fabric of a 
city. As a destination they can bring their communities together in places that are outside nor-
mal routes through a city and therefore create spaces with a stronger sense of place. Some of the 
forms of destinations can be for example: sport-facilities, gardens, third-places, cultural venues, 
or informal markets. What they all have in common is that people make an active choice to go 
there and engage with the community of said place, rather than just strolling by. 

To create and foster sociocultural spaces, means also to have a strong social aspect to a 
project and to design the spaces to be open and social for people of all backgrounds. This starts 
with building accessible, free and low-barrier infrastructures that allow for different use. There 
is always an aspect of social control where the different users of a space can act as the space’s 
social and informal control group, reminding visitors to feel comfortable in the space, leave it as 
they found it (or better) and to respect the spaces’ various users and the neighbours.

E.3 Cultural and Creative Economies
My insights show that the medium of communal meals and food preparation can provide a new 
perspective for debates in the creative and cultural sector. Eating together provides a common-
ality from which new ideas, perspectives and shared narratives can evolve. 

During my process I have engaged with where my work and the methodological device 
of communal eating has helped them in their own project. At Locarno Film Festival 76, for ex-
ample, the workshop at the long night about the future of intelligence acted as a platform for 
LPDJLQDWLRQ�DQG�ZDV�D�XQLTXH�LQÀHFWLRQ�SRLQW�RI�WKH�QLJKW��,W�ZDV�D�WUDQVLWLRQ�IURP�WKLQNLQJ�WR�
acting. In Oslen, Bulgaria on the other hand my workshop sparked discussions about the funda-
mentals of community building and organisation. Over the next days Nevana, Nyangala, Anna 
and I had many talks about how these processes work best and exchanged learning from our 
practices.

E.4 Policy Advice
This project shows that giving sociocultural projects that work with the simple aspects of life it-
self can have an impact across a wide spectrum of people. Allowing for personal and qualitative 
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research lets practitioners engage within communities in forms that focus on shared practices. 
Supporting active members of communities shifts the focus from research to practice and plac-
es the value on engaged work in the creative and cultural sector. By supporting individuals it 
lets them contribute to building these structures without having to create places that are driven 
by economic factors. Therefore plural places can be created that are open to everybody and let 
people enjoy socio-cultural without the need to consume.
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